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Welcome
 to the Second Edition of Central RSA Academies Trust’s termly magazine, DesignED.  We 
had very positive feedback from the initial edition and hope you enjoy this one even more!

Our Trust is six years old on September 1st, and on September 4th, we will launch the 
Strategic Improvement Plan for the next three years at our Trust-wide staffing conference. 

What has become most apparent over the last couple of years, as we have grown in 
size, is how much the additional scale has enabled us to collaborate more and more 
strongly across our schools, enabling staff teams and pupils to be the very best version of 
themselves.

This magazine outlines areas that have seen superb work in the last few months.  For 
instance, of the subject co-design teams has led to a major overhaul of the Key Stage 
3 curriculum, with considerable creativity and innovation now built into the learning 
experiences.  It has also led to a redefinition of the skills and attributes that we are 
developing with our young people, all the way from early years and nursery through to 
sixth form. 

I will take this opportunity to also highlight a couple of successes from the many we have 
had this term across our schools:

Abbeywood First School, an RSA Academy, has been designated as a National Teaching 
School, joining Arrow Vale who achieved this status in 2015.  This recognises the excellence 
in education at the school and, particularly, the quality of the staff at the school who will 
now train and develop staff in other schools as well as the next generation of primary 
teachers.  This is something that the pupils, parents, staff and governors should rightly 
be very proud of.  I also want to highlight the work of Arvind Batra who leads our RSA 
Academies in careers and community from her base at The RSA Academy, Tipton. 

The work she has done leading the Opening Doors to Business Project with the North 
Worcestershire Economic Development and Regeneration, linking ours and other 
Redditch pupils and staff with local business and industry, led to the winning of the Careers 
and Enterprise Company Innovative Partnership of the Year Award. 

This project will now also be rolled out in the Black Country which is an exciting 
development for the RSA Academy and other local schools to look forward to.  You can 
read about this excellent project, and many others, in this issue.  I hope you enjoy the 
articles.

Wishing all in our communities a wonderful summer, Guy Shears
Executive Principal  (CEO) 
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NATIONAL TEACHING 
SCHOOL 

Abbeywood First School RSA Academy in 
Church Hill has been selected to become a 
national teaching school.

Teaching schools take a leading role in recruiting 
and training new entrants to the profession.

They identify and develop leadership 
potential, provide support for other schools 
to bring about school improvement, and 
work with schools across their teaching school 
alliance to raise standards of teaching.

Abbeywood is one of more than 40 schools 
in England to be granted teaching school 
status in the latest recruitment round but is 
the only primary or first school in Redditch 
to have been awarded this status.

Introduced in 2011, teaching schools are excellent 
schools that work with partner schools in an 
alliance to provide high quality school-led initial 
teacher training and professional development 
opportunities for teachers at all stages of their career.

They raise standards through supporting 
other schools, especially those in challenging 
circumstances, and ensure that the most talented 
school leaders are spotted and supported 
to become successful headteachers.

Executive head Di Smith said: “We are thrilled 
to have been granted Teaching School Status, 
particularly as we are a small first school and all 
other teaching schools in the area secondary ones.

“This is a tremendous accolade for our amazing 
leadership team and all the excellent staff who have 
a wealth of skills that they can share with others.”

Lord Agnew, Under Secretary of State for the 
School System, said: “I’d like to congratulate 
Abbeywood First School RSA Academy – they 
should be very proud of this achievement.

“Teaching schools are supporting other schools, 
attracting and training the best new teachers and 
developing the next generation of leaders.”

Joining a select few schools around the country, Abbeywood First RSA Academy is now a National Teaching 
school.  The Redditch Standard covered the good news in the article below.
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“This is a tremendous accolade 
for our amazing leadership team 
and all the excellent staff who 
have a wealth of skills that they 
can share with others.”
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The joint RSA Academies/NWedR (North 
Worcestershire Economic Development 
and Regeneration) Opening Doors 

to Business project aims to support careers 
education with a new impact intensive way of 
ensuring that local school pupils have an increased 
awareness of local opportunities open to them by 
visiting local employers in their workplaces. This 
exciting and important project has been made 
possible by an innovative partnership between the 
Greater Birmingham and Solihull LEP, NWedR and 
RSA Academies and lead by Arvind Batra from 
Central RSA Academies Trust.

Originating in the Wyre Forest district of North 
Worcestershire in 2016, this programme, piloted 
in Redditch during June 2017 when a number of 
local businesses ‘opened their doors’ to over 100 
students from all local schools, including the RSA 
Family of Academies. For two weeks, students 
from Redditch schools had the opportunity to 
visit and gain experience and understanding of 
a variety of businesses, from Mettis Aerospace 
and Micro Springs & Presswork to the Palace 
Theatre, Rockline and local police. Some of 
the visits have been captured on film, including 
interviews with pupils and business leaders. 

Following this successful pilot, the programme had 
its official launch event in January 2018, with more 
than 40 employers, teachers, careers advisers 

and business leaders interested in helping young 
people find out about the world of work. We 
demonstrated how the Opening Doors project 
is a scalable and sustainable model by using an 
online brochure featuring each employer and 
what they were offering to local schools, with 
longer-term plans to expand throughout the 
County and into Coventry, Birmingham and 
the Black Country. As such, the next step is to 
involve and engage with partners across the 
Black Country, Birmingham and Coventry.

Through this innovative partnership, the 
launch of the Opening Doors project has led 
to 20 local employers engaging with us, from 
manufacturing, the leisure industry, hospitality 
and local radio, with more joining on a weekly 
basis. The brochure is a directory for schools to 
access employers, with named contact details 
and a ‘how to’ guide for teachers and employers, 
along with a number of resources. Through 
the brochure model, the project has become 
sustainable, with employers and schools taking 
responsibility for organising visits as well as 
establishing links for wider career related work.  

It has also been a very exciting opportunity to 
bring aspects of the RSA Academies ‘Preparing 
for the World Beyond School’ commitment to 

OPENING DOORS TO 
BUSINESS

UPDATES & AWARDS
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UPDATES & AWARDS
In picture (left to right):Roisin Ellison (RSAA Senior Coordinator and lead on World Beyond 
School), Andy Bywater (RSA Fellow and NWedR’s officer for Strategic Skills Development in 

North Worcestershire) and Arvind Batra (Cross-Family Careers Coordinator).

life, with workplace visits a key step towards 
students developing a wide range of skills and 
knowledge so they can thrive in continuing 
education, the world of work and in society.

and a ‘how to’ guide for teachers and employers, 
along with a number of resources. Through 
the brochure model, the project has become 
sustainable, with employers and schools taking 
responsibility for organising visits as well as 
establishing links for wider career related work.  

RSA Academies and the NWedR has 
been recognised for its work supporting 
careers education and helping young 
people into the world of work through the 
Opening Doors to Business project.

The organisations have been named Innovative 
Partnership of the Year in the West & South West 
by the Careers & Enterprise Company.

Claudia Harris, Chief Executive of The 
Careers & Enterprise Company, said:

“Preparing young people for the fast-changing 
world of work has never been more important. 
There is incredible work going on in schools, 
colleges, employers and more across the country. 
We hope these awards are a small way to say 
thank you and shine a light on this amazing work.”

RSA Academies are very proud and excited 
to have won this award, in partnership with 
NWedR. Opening Doors to Business has 
positively changed perception amongst schools, 
employers and young people as to what their 
locality offers in terms of their future and life 
beyond school. To find out more, read about the 
launch, check out the brochure or watch the film.
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SONG CYCLE PROJECT 
UNDERWAY

Students sang to a packed house of parents and guests at the CBSO Centre on Tuesday 10th 
July for the world premiere of Do you See? Do you Hear? Schools sang their own individual 
songs, and sang parts of each others' songs with their voices interplaying with pre-recorded 

voices of adults talking about the project. It was fantastic!

Do you See? Do you Hear? is 
a collection of songs composed 
by Michael Betteridge, created 
in collaboration with the young 
people performing them, that 
explore what it means to be a 
young person in today’s society.

Do you See? Do you Hear? is an original 
40 minutes piece of music composed 
with the participation of young people, 
parents, teachers, governors and SLTs 
from all 7 RSA schools through a series 
of creative workshops.  There have 
been over 100 students involved.

The overall aim of the project was 
to bring together the Academies 
through the creation and performance 
of a new song cycle celebrating the 
schools’ common mission and values.
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In addition, the young people have also had the 
opportunity to compose their own songs 
for professional singers. There were also 

performances in at St Stephen’s Church in 
Redditch and at the RSA Academy in Tipton.

The songs were:

I Want to Live the Life I Want 
to Live, RSA Academy

I Find it Hard to Understand, Holyhead School

Look at Who I am, Whitley Academy

Achieve the Impossible, Abbeywood First School

Logic Gets you From A to B, 
Church Hill Middle School

Aspire. Believe. Succeed, Dreaming of a  
Lifelong Adventure, Ipsley CE RSA Academy

Thinking for Yourself, Arrow Vale

Song Cycle was project managed 
by Birmingham Contemporary Music 

Group (BCMG) and part of the 
RSA’s Performing Arts Hub.
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SPOTLIGHT ISSUE:

The last year has seen the RSA and RSA 
Academies working with seven schools, 
including six of the schools in the Family, 

on the topic of mental health.  With support 
from the Pears Foundation, this project, a 
Comprehensive Approach to Mental Health in 
Schools, involved providing three training sessions 
throughout the year for all adults in the schools. 
The aim of the training was to enable staff to feel 
more comfortable and confident talking about 
mental health issues and more able to identify 
and provide first line support to children who 
are struggling with issues such as anxiety and 
depression.

A year on, our independent evaluator, Anna 
Freud, has sent out surveys to 2000 children 
and staff members to help us to understand 

the impact of this programme. Staff from the 
RSA and RSA Academies have also been on 
the road to visit all the schools that took part. 
In each school we conducted three separate 
focus groups with pupils, staff (teachers and 
non-teachers) and the Senior Leadership Team.

It was such a pleasure to visit the schools and 
talk to staff about how they had found the 
programme, as well as discovering that many 
of the schools had also initiated their own 
additional projects. This ranged from having 
regular assemblies on various topics related to 
mental health, having drop-in sessions run by 
students themselves and starting up a voluntary 
wellbeing working group for staff to discuss 
strategies for creating a mentally healthy school.

RSAA ON THE ROAD! 
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Looking forward, we will be preparing a report 
on our findings which will give more detail as to 
the findings from the focus groups and surveys, 
as well as an evaluation of the programme as 
a whole. RSA Academies also plan to support 
schools in the Family of Academies to continue 
this important work, including co-writing a 
mental health and wellbeing commitment 
with the staff leads from this project for all 
RSA schools to sign up to. This commitment 
will sit alongside our two other commitments: 
Preparing for the World Beyond School and 
Arts, Creativity and Cultural Education.

The RSA Academies team would like to thank 
all the school staff involved in this programme 
for taking time to fill out the surveys and 
also to those who took part in the focus 
groups. Watch this space for the RSA report 
on the programme, due in October!

" HA P P INESS CAN BE 

F OUND EV EN IN  T HE 

DARKEST  O F  T IMES,  I F 

ONE ONLY  REMEMBERS T O 

T URN ON T HE  LIGHT ."

JK  ROWLING

RSAA ON THE ROAD! 
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This year’s chosen musical was the fantastic 
Les Misérables. This amazing experience 
was loved and enjoyed by all of the entire, 

extensive, cast. Official auditions were held early 
within the academic year to analyse our singing 
capabilities. As you may know, the production is 
mainly singing. Rehearsals began immediately after 
the cast list was chosen. Every member would 
undoubtedly agree that the final cast list was well 
deserved! 

Many of the cast members were entrusted with 
the complexity of multipal roles, and a lot of us 
held doubt and lacked faith in our own capability 
to successfully execute the fast paced costume 
changes, with the beautiful costumes that were 
hired in, and alteration of characterisation. 
However, from the beginning Mrs Coley, Mr 
Leach, Ms Alcock and Miss Whitehouse had 
faith in us. As a result, everyone performed 
spectacularly. Meanwhile, those chosen to be main 
characters completely submerged themselves into 
their characters and truly stole the show with 
spell binding vocals and nail-biting acting abilities.

Every year, the musical cast members welcome 
new young actors into our family, from Ipsley 
as well as new Arrow Vale students. The 
young talent we saw this year has showen us 
nothing but promising potential for the future 
of entertainment. Unfortunately, at the same 

time, we say goodbye to some loved members 
from years 11 and 13 who are moving on with 
their educations and futures. From all of us in 
the Performing Arts Department, good luck 
guys! “At the end of the day” I hope you will 
look at these “days gone by” and remember 
how each of us grew stronger. Never “look 
down” because we all have a family for life!

One final word is a memory we 
will all treasure… Michaellllllll!

The Performing Arts Department put 
on a wonderfully successful show of Les 
Misérables in March this year. The reviews 
were sensational and the students were 
very proud of their work. Two of our lead 
performers are now going off to study Musical

Mrs Coley (DLS of Performing Arts) and Mr 
Leach (Assistant DLS of Performing Arts) 
would like to thank all of the parents, staff 
and students who made this possible.

“DO YOU HEAR 
THE PEOPLE 

SING!”

ARROW VALE 
TAKE TO THE 
STAGE!
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POWERFUL PUPIL VOICE 
AT IPSLEY

Pupils are encouraged to have, and effectively 
share, strong opinions at Ipsley. Whether 
trying to answer the big questions in R.E. or 

taking part in the annual pupil survey, pupils are 
supported in shaping and communicating their 
thoughts on a range of topics. The effects of this 
have been seen in several key events this term.

All Year 7 pupils take part in a poetry slam 
following a day of workshops with the West 
Midlands poet, Spoz.  The day ends with a slam 
in which the school winners are chosen. They 
then go on to perform at a regional final. This 
year’s winners wrote and performed a powerful 
poem about equal gender rights, making 
reference to a number of inspiring women and 
the #metoo movement. Although they came 
second in the regional final, the girls were 
invited to perform at the BBC Ten Pieces event 
which celebrates young people’s creativity.

Rachel Maclean, the MP for Redditch, visited 
Ipsley earlier this term. The Student Council at 
Ipsley had previously visited Ms Maclean in her 
office at the Houses of Parliament, shortly after 
she was elected. Another group of pupils had 
also met her whilst on an RSA Opening Doors 
visit to a local employer. However, our student 
leadership team felt that they wanted to make the 
most of the opportunity to raise their concerns 

with her during her visit to the school rather than 
just showing her round. The Principal, Nicola 
Beech, encouraged the Head Girl, Head Boy and 
their deputies to decide on the key questions 
they wanted to ask beforehand and to ensure 
there was a logical order to their questions. 
Ms Maclean was visibly surprised by the depth 
of the questions and the intelligent challenge 
given around subjects such as Brexit and cuts in 
services at the local hospital. It was wonderful to 
hear Ms Maclean mention Ipsley in the House of 
Commons the following week, although there 
was no mention of the grilling she had received!

Ipsley Student Leaders grilling Redditch MP, Rachel Maclean
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As part of the year-long RSA and 
Birmingham Contemporary 
Music Group (BMCG) Song 

Cycle project, the school’s Performance 
Troupe worked with music professionals 
to compose a song that represented 
Ipsley, to be performed as part of a song 
cycle including all RSA Academies. Pupils 
explored what the school’s motto ‘Aspire, 
Believe, Succeed’ meant to them, in and out 
of school. Every audience they performed 
for was impressed, not only by the musical 
complexity of their song, but also by the 
depth of the thoughts conveyed in their 
lyrics. Childish they weren’t!

SONG 
CYCLE 

PROJECT

The Performance Troupe with Miss Whitehouse and Michael Betteridge 

(Composer and Conductor)
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ABBEYWOOD IN 

THE WORCESTERSHIRE SCHOOL GAMES 

COUNTY FINAL

The Worcestershire School Games County Final 
took place at Bromsgrove School. Redditch 
Standard reported on the day. Nicole Chivers 

wrote:

"Run by Sports Partnership Herefordshire and 
Worcestershire and the school games organisers, this 
Sport England funded inter-school contest was aimed 
at providing young people with a platform to achieve 
their personal best through competitive sport.

More than 800 people aged seven to 16 
came together to go head to head in new 
age curling, net-ball, quick sticks hockey, pan-
disability football, and boys and girls sports hall 
athletics for different year groups with four 
to six teams competing in each sport."

CRSAAT's Fiona Thompson sat down with 
Abbeywood's Keira, who took part in a dance 
performance, and Amelia who competed in the 
Boccia games.  Here’s what they thought of the day.

Tell me about the day…

Amelia: 3 mini buses took us to Bromsgrove 
School. It was a really sunny day, with lots of 
big crowds, tennis, cricket and skipping. 

Keira: I got to dance on the stage and we 
all shared lunch outside in the sunshine. 

What part of the day did you enjoy most? 

Keira: There were lot of activities to take part 
in, like lifting weights, riding an exercise bike to 
make a smoothie, Bhangra dancing and a quiz 
with the West Midlands Safari Park. When you 
finished a challenge you were given a sticker and 
when you had 6 you could collect a wrist band. 

Amelia: We got t-shirts too which showed 
we were part of the Redditch area.

Keira you performed in Abbeywood's dance, 
what do you enjoy most about dancing? 

People can do different types of dance, make 
their own dances up and show how they feel. 

What style of dance do you enjoy most? At 
Laythams Dance School, I like to do Jazz.

Can you tell me about Abbeywoods dance? 

The dance was about Shackleton’s diary entries 
because we had been learning about people 
who achieved the impossible and he had 
sailed the world but crashed into Antarctica. 
The dance was slow and freestyle.

Apart from Abbeywood’s, did you 
have a favourite performance? 

Amelia: The trio, I didn’t want it to end!

Amelia, can you explain how to play Boccia? 

One team has blue coloured balls and the other 
has red.  One person throws a small white ball to 
mark the pitch. The teams take turns to throw their 
balls towards the white ball and the closest wins.

Is Boccia your favourite sport? 

I've not played before the Games but's it is now 
my second favourite, basketball is my first. 

Were you nervous before competing? A bit 
nervous, but I felt better after the game started.

Where did you come in the competition? We 
played 6 rounds in the morning, and 8 in the after-
noon.  We won 4 matches and came 7th on the 
day.  We had to beat 70 teams to get to the final. 

Would you compete in a competition like 
this again? Both: Yes! We would love it.
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CHILDREN’S UNIVERSITY

16 Abbeywood and 39 Church Hill Middle 
School graduates are all enrolled in the 
Children’s University scheme that recognises 
extra-curricular commitment.  Despite the 
closure of the national scheme, school has 
maintained its links with Worcester University 
who have continued to co-ordinate the initiative 
at a local level.  All pupils have a passport 
that they collect stamps in to show they have 
participated in extra-curricular activities. 

A graduation ceremony took place at 
Worcester University on Monday 9th July for 
their commitment to out-of-hours learning.  
A record number of children were awarded 
their bronze, silver and gold awards and 
certificates, with all of them gaining between 
30 and 150 hours of out of hours learning. 

The children and their families enjoyed 
afternoon tea followed by the awards ceremony, 
with certificates presented by the Mayor of 
Worcester.  This was another great way of 
raising aspirations for our children and we were 
immensely proud of each and every one of them.
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R S A 
P U P I L 

D E S I G N 
A W A R D S

Seven teams from Church Hill were shortlisted for the finals 
of the 2018 national RSA Pupil Design Awards.  

Teams had to produce a response to a specific brief in the form of 6 display boards which 
were submitted for judging.  The 7 teams selected for the finals then presented their idea 
to a panel of professional designers followed by some very challenging questioning.  

A magnificent total of three teams from Church Hill were winning entries.  Pupils' 
understanding of the design process, their skills in team working and their ability to 
present before a specific audience were hugely strengthened by this experience.
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Pupils from Church Hill Middle School 
attended the air tattoo at RAf 
Fairford in Gloucestershire as part 

of our careers programme.  60 pupils got 
to see flying displays, static aircraft and visit 
a range of stands to talk to members of 
all branches of the Armed Forces.  Some 
pupils completed the ‘Innovation Trail’ which 
was an opportunity to participate in a huge 
range of interactive activities.  Pupils had 
an amazing day and came away with tons 
of goodies as well as an insight in to what 
the Armed Forces would be like as a future 
career option.

CHURCH 
HILL VISITS 
THE ROYAL 
INTERNATIONAL 
AIR TATOO
RAF FAIRFORD
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The Contingent was establishedin 
September 2016 at the RSA Academy 
Tipton and sponsored by the MOD and 4 

Mercian Regt.

The contingent had a good start with numbers 
far exceeding those expected by the military. 
In the first year, 45 cadets signed up to join 
the CCF and by year two the numbers rose to 
70 cadets parading. We are now in our third 
year and numbers have dipped due to some 
of the cadets reaching Year 11 and electing 
to spend any additional time on preparing 
for their GCSE exams.  Recruitment has now 
commenced for the 2018/19 academic year 
and interest in joining is high with us already 
seeing a large number of applications to join.

This academic year has seen the CCF take 
part in the biennial review where the cadets 

paraded in front of the Brigadier and 
other officers who oversee the CCF 
in the local area. This event also gave 
our students the opportunity to 
demonstrate other skills that they have 
learnt whilst being a part of the CCF.

RSA ACADEMY TIPTON 
COMBINED CADET FORCE
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Our CCF is staffed with 5 officers and a 
School Staff Instructor (SSI) to run the section. 
The staff from the Academy are extremely 
dedicated and give up a lot of their time to 
running the CCF. Our SSI has formed a valuable 
association with the Army Cadet County 
which has allowed some of our cadets to work 
alongside ACF staff and cadets in order to 
complete important training components. 

A highlight of the year is the annual cadet 
camp and we have been keen participants 
since our formation.  In year 1 the contingent 
attended Swynnerton Camp and last year 
cadets attended Nesscliffe camp. It is an 
opportunity for the cadets to take part in a 
lot of organised activities and mix with cadets 
from other CCF units. This year the camp starts 
on14th July and will be at St Martin's in Kent.

Additional activities undertaken 
by our CCF include:

• Twice attended infantry battle 
camp conducted at Sennybridge 
in the Brecon Beacons.

• Two groups of senior cadets have 
attended promotion weeks at 
Nesscliffe and Swynnerton.

• 8 Cadets undertook adventure 
training in Germany last year.

• Cadets have attended air rifle ranges.

The Contingent is proud to be affiliated to the 
Royal British Legion Tipton Branch and has 
attended the annual Remembrance Parade 
every year and, in addition, the service to mark 
the first day of the battle of the Somme, when 
cadets attended a parade locally conducted 
at 7.30 am and still were in school on time. 

We support the Poppy Appeal attending 
collection points at the local ASDA store.

Cadets regularly support in school events 
such as Pride of Tipton awards and year six 
induction evenings which results in nothing but 
good comments from the local community.

We have seen notable individual success in 
the Contingent with SEN students embracing 
the structure offered and improvements in 
their life skills. We also saw one cadet receive 
a national award for administering CPR to his 
father successfully, a skill learnt in cadets.

It has been a successful start to the 
CCF and one that we look forward to 
developing further in the future.

Jim Andrews

Contingent Commander



CO-DESIGN 

The Central RSA Academies 
Trust Approach to Classroom 

Teaching, Curr iculum and Subject 
Development

The Strategic Core Co-Design Team was set 
up in May 2018 and consists of two senior 
members of staff from each Trust school,  

chaired by the Trust School Improvement Lead 
and supported by an external expert consultant, 
Alistair Smith -author of Accelerated Learning and 
High Performers.  

 

Back in May, we identified the Knowledge, 
Skills and Experiences which pupils are entitled 
to at CRSAAT academies and the conditions 
in which our core Attributes will be nurtured 
(we are referring to this as KASE).   Subject 
groups and those responsible for the curriculum 
offering in schools are committed to embedding 
the KASE elements into ‘The What, The Why 
and the How of Teaching’ and the Strategic 
Co-Design Team will be driving this work 
forward in schools during autumn 2018.

Our curriculum will be the 
realisation of our shared 

aspirations for our learners

Key Stage 3 curriculum is a priority focus for 
the Core Co-Design Team' KS3 will be taught 
in subject areas and, by utilising the best 
teaching and learning strategies, develop the 
individual pupil to a high level of competence 
in these subject areas. Those attributes and 
skills which we recognise as vital and which 
support successful learning will be developed 
in, and alongside, the curriculum.   KS3 will 
continue to build on KS2 and prepare pupils 
for success at KS4. Primary teachers attended 
many of the subject co-design meetings 
and an English Primary advisor supported 
Y7 planning with the English Trust team. 

We seek to develop confident 
and creative learners who can 

thrive in a changing world

WORKING TOGETHER, AS PART OF THE RSA 
FAMILY OF ACADEMIES, OUR SCHOOLS CREATE 
LEARNING THAT IS INSPIRATIONAL FOR ALL.

Written by: Sam McMonagle
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KS3 Curriculum Development – the processes 
of working together in Subject Groups

By working together in collaborative subject 
teams (Co-Design Teams) we believe school 
staff can benefit from workload efficiencies 
and shared expertise. The good work which 
goes on, and has gone on, in the Trust Schools 
can help avoid the duplication of errors and 
time lost through inefficient trial and error.

Some of the most effective development 
activities arise when staff have the chance to 
plan, deliver and evaluate learning episodes 
together. Planning together necessitates sharing 
views on what great learning may entail. It 
provokes challenging questions and provides 
a safe space to explore ideas. Collaboration 
can contribute to raising expectations and 
thus improving all areas of school activity.  

Amongst the many benefits of schools working 
together will be opportunities to enhance the 
Professional Development of all staff. 

The process of the summer 2018 Subject Co-
Design meets centred around each group being 
asked to sequence the Key Concepts for KS3 
within their subject. This will allow for some 
alignment of what is taught across the Trust 
Schools enabling co-planning and co-reflection on 
what works.  Each group used subject planning 
templates which were constructed by the Core 
Co-Design Team (and adapted and refined as 
the subject meetings got under way in order to 
be responsive to planning needs as they arose!)  
The templates are designed to make the process 
easier and to create a common structure.

WORKING TOGETHER, AS PART OF THE RSA 
FAMILY OF ACADEMIES, OUR SCHOOLS CREATE 
LEARNING THAT IS INSPIRATIONAL FOR ALL.
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" e d u c at i o n  i s  t h e  p a s s p o r t  t o  t h e  f u t u r e ,  f o r  t o m o r r o w 

b e l o n g s  t o  t h o s e  w h o  p r e p a r e  f o r  i t  t o d ay . "

m a l c o l m  x



What is the Key 
Concept?

COMPONENTS OF KEY CONCEPT 

Break the Key Concept into no more 
than five smaller Components here

SUCCESS CRITERIA

For each Component here create on simple Success 
Criteria by using a Pupils can style of descriptor here

VEHICLE

Describe the most suitable Teaching Topic here

RSA ATTRIBUTES AND SKILLS

List no more than a total of three RSA  Entitlement Attributes 
and Skills which will be integrated into lesson design here

EXPERIENCES

Describe what experiences in and out 
of school may benefit learners here

ASSESSMENT

Describe the best method of assessing the Pupil Learning here

KEY CONCEPT 

Identify One Key Concept here

How does the Key 
Concept break down?

How will you measure 
success against 
each component?

What are the best ways to 
teach the Key Concept?

What are the subject 
skills being developed 
through the Concept?

What are the RSA 
skills being developed 
through the Concept?

What activity will best 
assess the learning 
which has taken place?

KEY QUESTIONS

What experiences 
help pupils engage 
with the concept?

SUBJECT SKILLS

List no more than three Subject related Skills 
which will be integrated into lesson design here



"As you navigate through the rest of your 
life, be open to collaboration. Other 
people and other people's ideas are often 
better than your own. Find a group of 
people who challenge and inspire you, 
spend a lot of time with them, and it will 
change your life."

Amy Poehler
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Subject groups working on curriculum design

• Core ( Maths, English Science)

• Foundation (History, Geography, PE, Drama, Music, Art, 
Design Technology, Computing, RE, MFL)

The KS3 Curriculum for Autumn 2018 – Phase  1 (Pilot)

Autumn term 2018 provides an opportunity to pilot the work done so far on developing a 
new and more effective curriculum offer for KS3. The Trust Schools each have something 
unique to offer.  Although they have different contexts and come from different starting 
points regarding a KS3 offer, each can benefit from a fresh look and collaborative planning.

Core Co- Design Team Members:

Chair: Sam McMonagle (School Improvement Leader for the Trust)

Di Smith (Executive Principal of Abbeywood/Church Hill Middle and Primary Strategic Lead)

Nic Beech (Principal of Ipsley RSA Academy)

Tracey Darby (Assistant Principal at Ipsley RSA Academy)

Cherie Lewis (Deputy of Church Hill Middle)

Jennie Lewis (Assistant Principal of Church Hill Middle)

Scott Crane (Vice Principal of Arrow Vale RSA Academy)

Michaela Yeomans (Assistant Principal of Arrow Vale RSA Academy)

Helen Tanner (Senior Vice Principal at The RSA Academy Tipton)

Anna Haslam (from September 2018- Vice Principal at The RSA Academy Tipton)

Supporting consultant: Alistair Smith
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Congratulations TSA 
Graduates! 

It is truly hard to believe that we have reached the end of another academic 
year and what a year it has been; to say that we are proud of our staff and 
students is a complete understatement. It continues to be my privilege to work 

with such dedicated and enthusiastic practitioners, and to see the positive impact 
this has on our learners. The summer term, and this year, has been incredibly busy 
with so many success stories to report on
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Congratulations to the class of 2017-18 
who ‘graduated’ on the 2nd July, we wish 
you all the very best in your future careers and 
look forward to hearing of your successes and 
progression. I would like to extend a personal 
thank you to Teresa Wilson, Director of ITT 
for her hard work and commitment to her 
trainees, she really is their ‘mother-hen’!! We 
are excited to report that we are expecting 
in excess of 15-17 secondary trainees 2018-19 
and between 3-6 primary colleagues this would 
see the RSAA TSA smashing their target for 
recruitment in 2018-19, an amazing achievement. 
The new cohort receive their induction on 
the 16th July at Holyhead School we wish 
them every success in their training year.

Our NQTs completed their final ‘Bite-size’ 
CPD in April at the superb Assay Studios, 
a venue which continues to receive praise 
for its location, catering and charm, and 
we are so proud of your achievements. 
Congratulations on completing your induction 
year, we look forward to welcoming you 
to the RQT programme in September.

Our RQT programme nears completion with 
the participants presenting interim findings 

to our design consultant, Greg, on the 29th 
June, the topics ranged from high achieving 
boys and Oracy to student engagement and 
use of praise in YR9.  The commitment that 
colleagues have shown to this CPD has been 
excellent and again, Greg and I cannot wait until 
September to listen to your final presentations.

Our TSST programmes have now all completed 
for 2017-18 and I would like to thank our 
dedicated SLEs Tom, Jenny & Nicky for their 
organisation, facilitation and all-round good 
humour; they have received fantastic feedback 
from participants. We placed a bid to run these 
courses again in 2018-19 and we have been 
successful which is testament to the quality of 
the provision provided by these individuals.  
Thank you and congratulations to all those 35 
participants  2017-18 from across 17 schools, 
it has been a pleasure working with you.

The Leadership cohort of Middle and Senior 
Leaders were out in action in May and June 
exploring themes around inspiring teams; 
creating a culture of trust and analysing 
documents. We will be meeting with you 
all again in September and look forward 

75% of Secondary trainees passed at Grade 1
RSAA TSA completion rate (Secondary) 90%
RSAA TSA completion rate (Primary) 100%
Employment rates (Secondary) 80%
Employment rates (Primary) 100%
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to the presentation of your Leadership Projects.

Congratulations to all of our new system 
leaders 2017-18; we appointed 15 new SLEs this year. 
The value that these colleagues add to the school-to-
school process and school improvement is invaluable; 
we wish you every success in your deployments.

Our succession planning now allows for progression from 
ITT through to Leadership within the alliance; we have a 
clear plan for recruitment and retention in these challenging 
times and seek to provide the very best in development and 
support. Our partnerships continue to develop 
and grow; we now have 7 RSA Academies, 26 Strategic 
Partners and 21 associated alliance members equalling 54 
schools, trusts, HEIs, PRUs & academies all working alongside 
the RSA Academies’ TSA. Not forgetting the inspirational 
conference in February, new marketing video, @RSAATEACH 
on Instagram & Twitter, it truly has been an ‘outstanding’ 
year.  I wish all of our academies and partners a restful 
holiday and see you in September for even more exciting 
times with the RSAA Academies’ Teaching School, Alliance.

Thank you!
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RECRUITMENT 
HAS NOW 

STARTED FOR 
2018/19 

ENQUIRIES@
RSAATSA.ORG.UK
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After an intense period of work for the team during May and June we are really happy to report 
we are on track and progressing well to deliver our new HR system for the Trust in September 
of this year.

The team has been focused on gathering and inputting data to the new 
system and this has included resource from all of our Academies.

Clare Smith is leading the technical provision and work on the system with our supplier The Access Group 
to ensure this new system delivers all of the benefits we originally wanted for the Trust and its employees.

Hopefully you will have seen that staff communication has started to ensure all employees are aware of 
the coming changes and will be familiar with the system name and benefits once it goes live. In case you 
missed this, the key benefit for employees is an all new Employee Zone which will allow you to manage your 
profile, book holidays, access documents, request training, view payslips and more.  As the Employee Zone 
dynamically adapts to desktop, tablet or mobile smartphones it is easy to access and use at your convenience.

We will continue to keep you informed as to our progress and will provide employee 
log in details and links as and when appropriate for us to do so.

“HCSS PEOPLE” 
PROJECT TEAM UPDATE

Our proposed Go Live for 
September is on track!
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Need a space for a team 
meeting? Away from the 
hustle & bustle, Get in touch 
with the Central Team!

i n f o @

c e n t r a l

r s a

academies

. c o . u k
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With around one-third of teachers 
leaving the classroom within five years 
of qualifying, it is time to ask: what do 

we expect of our teachers?

Should we, for example, expect teachers in 
a particular subject to all “deliver” the same 
highly polished PowerPoint presentation 
devised by a senior colleague?

Or should each teacher be given the overview 
of the content that needs to be covered, and 
asked to respond in their own way to ensure 
that the necessary learning takes place?

Is it de-professionalising to expect 
teachers, particularly those with a few 
years’ experience, to follow very detailed 
centrally produced lesson plans?

Or is the only way to make teaching 
manageable given the financial constraints on 
schools and growing workload pressures?

Is the pressure to get through the increased 
amount of content at both primary and 
GCSE reducing the opportunities to explore 
in more details concepts and ideas that 
spark the interest of pupils or teachers?

All of these questions need answers. And, last 
month, RSA academies sought to answer them. 
We gathered a group from across education 
(teachers, policymakers, union representatives, 
the College of Teaching) to explore whether, 
where and how greater teacher autonomy 
and creativity might improve teacher job 
satisfaction, motivation, and ultimately retention.

Can teachers be fully autonomous? If not, how can they be truly creative 
in their lessons?

Written by Alison Critchley,  RSA Academies.

WHO SHOULD DECIDE 
HOW TEACHERS TEACH?
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This is what we found: 
1.     High-level schemes of work need to be 
agreed at the school level, and that the scope 
for greater creativity lies at the individual 
lesson level.  As one headteacher put it: “The 
‘what’ is agreed at school level, the ‘how’ 
is to be determined by the teacher.”  

2.     Schools’ practice in this area is variable and 
evolving. Some schools deliver lessons through a 
series of high-quality PowerPoint presentations. 
In others, leaders allow the teachers to decide 
how they teach. Neither of these things are static. 
The schools who use PowerPoint presentations 
are looking to see how they can give teachers 
more agency without losing quality. And those 
who give teachers free reign have concerns 
about NQTs’ skills and expertise. There was 
a sense that the scope for autonomy was 
greater at primary, where one teacher is with 
their class for the majority of the time, than 
in secondary schools. It’s all about balance. 

3.     The terms ‘creativity’ and ‘creative teachers’ 
are problematic – they mean different things to 
different people. Some assume that ‘creativity’ 
is something that only happens in the arts, and 
the term alone can alienate those who see 
themselves as ‘traditional teachers’.  When 
we speak about having the opportunity to be 
‘creative’ often we mean that teachers should 
be able to act autonomously, take decisions 
and change plans in response to what was 
happening in the classroom, to be professional. 

4.     Benefits for teachers of having greater 
scope for creativity are largely connected to their 
professional identity as teachers and a sense of 
self-worth. A sense of intellectual engagement and 
satisfaction with teaching allows the application 
of professional judgement, and provides 
opportunities for deeper and more meaningful 
engagement with the children in the class. The 

benefits to pupils mirror those for the teachers: 
by responding flexibility to the children in front 
of them the “creative teacher” is able to tailor 
learning to the children’s interests and questions, 
making learning more engaging.  Seeing these 
approaches modeled by adults can support the 
development of children’s creativity, and help build 
skills for the world beyond school which is often 
less structured than the school environment.

5.     Giving teachers greater autonomy is not 
without risks. Consistently used lesson plans are 
seen as an insurance policy that ensures a certain 
minimum standard. To work effectively, schools 
need to have really secure behaviour management 
policies. There’s also the risk that greater creativity 
and responsiveness to children means that needs 
of only the louder, more confident children are 
prioritised over other less secure learners.

6.     The debate about teacher creativity and 
autonomy cannot be seen in isolation from 
the wider education context. The increased 
content at Key Stage 2 and in the new GCSEs, 
combined with the unforgiving accountability 
framework, places enormous pressure on staff at 
all levels to get through the content.  Meanwhile, 
the squeeze on school funding and increased 
reliance by many schools on newly qualified 
or unqualified teachers is likely to encourage 
greater use of centrally prescribed resources to 
support these inexperienced staff and support 
consistency.  Yet, the teacher shortage also 
provides the opportunity, arguably the imperative, 
to rethink our approach to teachers and 
teaching. Whilst a heavily prescribed approach 
and even scripted lessons can provide a short-
term stop-gap, if we are to secure the high 
standards in our schools that everyone aspires 
to that means we need to do more to retain 
more of the thousands of teachers who leave 
each year after 3-5 years in the classroom. And 
that means building and developing teaching 
as a profession, not de-professionalising it.
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PART 1: HISTORY 
OF THE LOGO’S 
DESIGN

THE TYPE

The ‘type’ is set in Gill Sans Light. This typeface 
was designed by Eric Gill (1882 –1940). Gill 
was an English sculptor, typeface designer, 
stonecutter and printmaker. Moreover, he was 
associated with the Arts and Crafts movement.

Gill was named as an RSA Royal Designer 
for Industry by the RSA in 1936, the most 
prestigious British award for designers. 
Furthermore, he became a founding member 
of the newly established Faculty of Royal 
Designers for Industry (the RDIs.)

THE RSA: who? what? when? 
where? why? A mini ser ies written 

By Guy Shears
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The RSA logo is composed of two elements: firstly, 
the ‘type’ (i.e. the letters ‘RSA’) and the platform. The 
type links to our important partnership with the Royal 

Designers for Industry, and the RSA as a whole. The 
platform is a strong metaphor for the sharing of ideas.

THE PLATFORM

The solid block on which the ‘type’ is set 
is a metaphorical symbol for a platform 
signifying both solidity and strength; Central 
RSA Academies Trust are here to stay and 
we shall strive to be the best we can be.

Images of the original design 
concept are shown here:

 

The RSA being an independent platform for 
debate, innovation and pioneering action. 
RSA Academies are indeed a significant 

part of this movement, innovating, creating 
and enabling the young people in our 
schools to be the best they can be.

 

The six blocks from the RSA logo design concept 
outline the platforms that the RSA itself sees 
as utilising to share powerful thinking leading to 
practical actions and solutions. For our students, 
staff, governors, and community members, I 
pose the following questions – What words 
would you place on the logo to represent the 
different platforms your school serves as to get 
the best from everyone? And, of course, how can 
we get better at developing those platforms?
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